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Dear Students, 

The student appearing for backlog exams of M.Sc. Statistics (Previous) under year-wise scheme and paying 

examination fee for the first time has to write and submit Assignment for each paper compulsorily. Each assignment 

carries 20 marks. The marks awarded to the students will be forwarded to the Examination Branch, OU for inclusion 

in the marks memo. If the student fail to submit Internal Assignments before the stipulated date, the internal marks 

will not be added in the final marks memo under any circumstances. The assignments will not be accepted after the 

stipulated date. The students who paid examination fee and appeared for annual exams in 2023 (or) paid 

examination fee and not appeared for annual examinations in 2023 are not permitted to submit the 

assignment now. 

Candidates are required to submit the Exam fee receipt along with the assignment answers scripts at the concerned 

counter on or before 29.06.2024 and obtain proper submission receipt. 

Assignments on Printed I Photocopy I Typed will not be accepted and will not be valued at any cost. Only 
HAND WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS will be accepted and valued. 

Methodology for writing the Assignments (Instructions) : 

1. First read the subject matter in the course material that is supplied to you. 
2. If possible read the subject matter in the books suggested for further reading. 
3. You are welcome to use the PGRRCDE Library on all working days for collecting information on the 

topic of your assignments. (10.30 am to 5.00 pm). 
4. Give a final reading to the answer you have written and see whether you can delete unimportant or 

repetitive words. 
5. The cover page of the each theory assignments must have information as given in FORMAT below. 

FORMAT 

1. NAME OF THE STUDENT 

2. ENROLLMENT NUMBER 

3. NAME OF THE COURSE 

4. NAME OF THE PAPER 

5 .  DATE OF SUBMISSION 

6. Write the above said details clearly on every subject assignments paper, otherwise your paper will not 
be valued. 

7. Tag all the assignments paper wise and submit them in the concerned counter. 

8. Submit the assignments on or before 29.06.2024 at the concerned counter at PGRRCDE, OU on any 
working day and obtain receipt. 
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DIRECTOR 



. . . . . . . . . .  Name of the Calldidate.. Roll No: .................................. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sign of the invigilator:. Time: 

I. Select the correct alternatives out of' given ones 10x1/2=5 

.. 1. the absolute value or modulus of a colnplex number a+bi is defined as la+bil=. 
a) sqrt("+ b') b)  sqrt(a2- b') c) sqrt(a+ b) d) sqrt(a - b) 

2. Let A be an (mxn) matrix. If a matrix A+ exists that satisfies 
a) AA' is symmetl-ic b) A7A is symmetric c) AA+A d) all 

3. if the system AX=b has  one or more solution, then the system is called 
a) consistcnt b) Inconsistent c) unique solution d) all 

4. if h is a character-istic root of :l non-singular matrix A then l /h is a characteristic root of.. . 
a ) ~ "  b) A '  c) l/A-I d) all 

5. A Q.F. Y'BY is said to bc congruent to another Q.F. X'AX if the matrix B is Congruent to 
the matrix 

a) Matrix A b) Matrix R c) matrix A - I  d) All 

6. Every matrix A is congruent to itself, since.. .. 
a) A= 1'AI b) A c) A1 d) I'A 

7. let X'AX be a Q.F. in n-variable X I ,  x2, .. .x,, with rank r =s=n then 
a) positive delinite b) negative definite c) semi positive definite d) all 

8. let X'AX be a Q.F. in n-variable X I .  x2, .. .xn with rank r < n, and s= r then 
a) positive tiefinite b) negative definite c) positive semi definite d) all 

9. for ally two (nx 1 )  real column vector X and y, we have 
a) (x 'Y)~ '  (X'X)(Y7Y) b) (X7Y)" (X'X)(Y'Y) 
c) (x'Y)" (X'X)(Y'Y) d) all 

10. if A & B are two symmetric matrices, such that tlie root of the equation (A-hB( = 0 are all 
distinct, the11 there exists a matrix P such that P'AP and P'BP are.. .. 

a) Both are diagonal b) Both are not diagonal 
c) P'AP is diagonal d) P'BP is diagonal 

11. Fill the suitable .tvorcl in the blanks l o x  1/2=5 

......................... 1 .  A function f ' is said to bc continuous at a point x=c, if 

2. Assume cc(a,b). if two of tlie three integral in (1) exist, then the third also exist and we 



3. We say that f satislies Rieniann,~ conditions w.r to a on [a,b] if, for every E >O, there 

exists a partition Pc 5 ~ 1 ~ 1 1  that P > PE implies. ................ 

4. The function f is said to bc ciifkrentiable at the point x=c if te increment Af@) = f(c+h)- 

f(c) . at X=C , can be expressed by .................... 

....... ............ 5.  A vector X \vhose length is one is called a or 

6. Evc~y  squarc matrix A satistics its ............................... equation. 

............. 7. Let AX=b be a system of non-liomogeneous equations then A-I=. 

8. The necessary and sufficient condition for a linear transformation X=PY to preserve 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  length is that 

........... 9. If, the vectore X=(2,4,4)' then, te normal vector, Z=X/J(XII=. 

. ................ 10. The M.P inverse of A is equal to A. that is (A')'=. 

111. write the ansjvers for Sollon.ing questions 
I. Evaluate ~im((x'.l)!ix-1). 

2. State and prove Reimn~in-Stieltjes Integral 

3. Find thc vnluc of J: x 2 d ( [ x ]  - x) 

4. State and PI-eve Mcan Valuc theorem for two variable functions. 

5 .  Statc and psovc Couchy's tlicorcm 

6. Write step by step procedure of Moore-Penrose inverse Method 

7. Write step by step procedure of generalized inverse of matrix 

8. State and prove Calcy-Hamilton theorem 

9. State and pro\,c ncccssul-y ancl sufficient conditions of quadratic form Q=X'AX 

10. Statc and prove Coucliy Schwartz Inequality 



. . . . . . . . . .  Name of the Candidate.. Roll No:. ................................. 

................. Sign of the invigilator:. Time: 

I. Select the correct alternatives out of given ones 1 0 ~ 1 / 2 = 5  

1. statistical definition of probabil ity is developed by 
a) R.Von Mises b) pearson c) Laplace d) Bemouli 

2. if A and b are mutually cxclusivc events and P(A).P(B) > 0, then A and B are.. . 
a) disjoint b) independentc) not independent d) all 

3. Let X be a Binomial r. v r13itll probabilip oj'success as p and p(i,p) = f ( l  -p)"-', x=O, 1,2.. . 
then E(X)= 

a) nPP b)cl c) nP d) nq 

4. let (X,Y) be a two dimensional r- v. if the conditional expected values E[Y/X = y] and 
E[X/Y = s] exist, then E[E(X/Y =.I,)]= 

a)E(X) b)E(Y) c) E[XlY] d) E[Y/X] 

5. let X have a poisson distribution with parameter p then probability generating function 
(PGF)of X 

a) p(S)=e-/"/" b) p(S)=d'-P.' C) p(S)=e'l'" d) p(S)=d'f/'" 

6. convergencc almost sure implics convergence in.. ............ 
a) in probability b) in Law c) in general d) all 

7. let {X,, ;nl l]  be a seqllence of independent random varailble defind by P[X,,=-2"]= 
P[Xn=+2"]=. .. 

a) 112 b) -112 c) 4" d) 2 

8. the characteristic f~~nct ion of Ca~lchy distribution is 
a) e -' b>e-"! c)e" d)e-!Ip! 

9. let X be 3 random variable and fix) is convex function of X then f(E(X))IE(f(X) is 
..... inequality 

a) Liapounov's b) Jensen's c) Chernoff bounds d)Holder's 

10. let X and Y be two random variables with E(x)' < co E ( Y ) ~  < co. Couchy schwartz inequality 
holds.. .. 

a) [E(xY)]' 5 E(X).E(Y) b) [E(xY)]~ <E(x)'.E(Y)~ 
C) [E(xY)]' 2 E(X).E(Y) d) [E(xY)]~ ~ E ( x ) ~ . E ( Y ) ~  

11. Fill the suitable word in the blanks 1 0 ~ 1 / 2 = 5  

............... I .  Mathenlatical definilion of probability is developed by.. 

................. 2. Suppose A and B ase two independent events then P(AflB) = 



3. The cdf F(X) of a 1.. 1. X is pure jump function (or step function) then the r.v X is 

. . . . . . . .  called. 

........ 4. Let X bc a random variable withpdf .f(x). ifx=c, where c is constant, then E(X)=. 

5. If X is a random variablc that takes only non-negative values, then for any value a > 0. 

P [ X Z a ]  5 ........... 

....... 6. Let X I , X ~ , X ~ , .  . .  ..X, be a random sample from ~ ( p , o ' )  , then mean of X follows.. 

7. Let { X,,:n'LI) bc a sequcncc of i.i.d r.v.s with E(X1) = p <w then this sequence of 

WLLN's callcd.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

8. Let { (  X,,;n?l) be a sequence of i.i.d Bernouli r.v.s defind as P[Xn = l )=p  and P[Xn= 

O]=l-p=q i'or all n l l  :O<p<l. Then.. .......... 

9. Chaplnan-l<olmogorov equation for two states I and j in S, and any two positive integers 

m and 11. then l~,j("l '")= .............. 

10. A recurrent state i belollgs to S is called a null-recurrent state if pi equals to.. .............. 

111. write the answers for following questions 
1. If P(A)= 0.9, P(B)= 0.8 show that P(AflB) Z0.7. 

2. Let X be a normally distributed r.v with parameters p and 0'. Find the expected value 

of the ~'nl-iate h(X)= %.X-5. 

3. If X and Y are a n y  two I..  v 's and U=alX + b, V=azY+b, then find Cov(U,V). 

4. State chebyshcv's Incqunlity. 

5. Let X bc a Bcrnouli 1 . ~ .  with probability of successp. find characteristic function of X. 

6. Let { X,,. n- 1,2,. . ) be a sequence of I-v's , define Convergence almost surely. 

7. Define We~11i law ol' large nulllbers (WLLNs). 

8. State Borel's SI-ong Law of La]-ge Numbers 

9. Writc statcnlcnt of Baycs theorem 

10. Define Positive Rccun-ent state and Null recurrent state. 



FACULTY OF SCIENCE 
M.Sc. (STATISTICS) CDE PREVIOUS, INTERNAL ASSESMENT 

PAPER-111 : DISTRIBUTION THEORY & MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

Time: 60 Min Max. Marks:20 

Name of the Student Roll No: 

Note: 1. Answer Section-A & Section-B on the Question paper by taking print of these pages. 
2. Answer the questions in Section C in the order that specified in Q.P. on white papers. 

SECTION-A ( Multiple Choice : 10 x ?4 = 5 Marks) 

1. When n, =1, n2 = n and F = t2 then F- distribution tends to. 

(a) x distribution (b) t distribution (c) F(n,l) distribution (d)-None [ 1 
2. The ratio of Non-central x variate to the central x variate divided by their respective degrees of 

freedom is defined as 

(a) Non-central x (b) Non-central t (c) Non-central F (d) None [ 1 
3. Distribution function of minimum order statistics is 

(a) [F(x)ln (b) 1 -[1 -F(x)ln (c) [ l  -F(x)ln (d) l+[l-F(x)ln [ 1 

4. The Distribution of Quadratic forms is 

(a) x distribution (b) t distribution (c) F distribution (d) None [ 1 
5. The conditional density function of Multi-nomial P[Xl=u / X~=V]= 

a) "-"C, [ pd(l -p2) 1" [ (1 -pz-pl)/(l -pz) In-"-" b) (2n)-p/2 IZJ-" -" (x-dfx-l a-d 

c) "-"C, [ p~/(l-PI-@) ]Un-VCu [ pz/(l-pl-p2) In-" d) None of these [ 1 
6. The Probability density function of Wishart distribution is 

-I 
a) (2x)-p/2 I=(-% -% (&-pJrz-' a-pJ b) (2x)-n~/2 JC(-% -% (X-d' z (X-d 

-1  
c) (2x)-n~/2 J C J - ~ ~  e -% (X-d' z (X-pJ d) None of these [ I 

7. The Characteristic Function of Wishart Distribution is 

a) [ (CI / IC-2itl 11 d2 b) [ (C"I/ (E1+2it( ] d2 c )  [ IC-'(/ (C-l-2itl ] "/" d) None of these [ 1 
8 . If X - Np ( p, C), and 2') =x(')+M.x(~) - , A  Y ( ~ )  =x(~) - be the a linear transformation such that Y('), 

 are independent then the value of M is - 

a) C I ~ C - ~ ~ ~ C ~ I  b) - C I Z Z - ~ ~ ~ C ~ I  C) -C12C-'22 d) None of these [ 1 
9 If X - Np (0, Ip), consider the transformation Y= BX, the Bartlett's decomposition matrix (B), 

elements bii2 follows distribution 

a) Normal b) Wishart c) Chi-square d) F [ 1 
10 The correlation between the ith Principal Component (Yi) and the kth variable(Xk) is 

a) 0 b) 1 c) l/n d) None of these [ 1 



SECTION-B (Fill in the Blanks: 10 x % = 5 Marks1 

1. When n=2, t- Distribution tends to distribution. 

2. (n+2h) is the mean of distribution. 

n 

3. If Xi- N(p,, 1); i = 1,2,3,. . .n, pi # 0 independently then 1 xi' - distribution. 
i=l 

4. If XI, X2, X3 - exp(1) then the distribution function of Maximum ordered statistics is 

5. The Correlation coefficient between the two-variates of Multinomial is 

6. In case of null distribution, probability density function for simple sample correlation coefficient 

(rij) is f (rij) = 

7. In case of null distribution, the probability density function for Multiple correlation coefficient R2 

~ s A R ~ )  = 

8. The Generalized Variance I S I is defined as 

9. If X - NP (g, C) then the distribution of sample mean vector @J = 

10. If X - NP (JJ, C), and consider a linear transformation Y(') = X(])+M.X(~), Y ( ~ )  =x(') with Covariance 

(Y('), Y(~))  then the variance of ~ ( l )  is 

SECTION-C (5x1=5 Marks) 
(Answer the following questions in the order only) 

1. Define order statistics and give its applications 
2. Define non-central t- and F- distributions 
3. Find the distribution of ratio of two chi-square variates in the form X/(X+Y) 
4. State the physical conditions of Multi-nomial distribution 
5. Obtain the Marginal distribution of Mutinomial Variate. 
6. State the applications of distribution of Regression coefficient. 
7. State the Properties of Wishart distribution. 
8. Obtain the Covariance between two multi-normal variates from its CGF. 
9. Define Canonical variables and canonical correlations 
10. Explain the procedure for obtaining the Principal components. 

P.T.O. 



FACULTY OF SCIENCE 
h4.S~.  (STATISTICS) I- Year PGRRCDE May 2023 

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT 
PAPER- IV: Sampling Theory and Theory of Estimation 

Name of the Candidate: ....................... - ----- ------ ---- - Roll No. ....................... 

1. A confidence interval of confidence coefficient (1 - a)  is best which has ? 

a) Smallest wid t11 b) vastest width 

c) upper and lower limits equidistant from the parameter d) one-sided 
confidei~ce interval. 

2. The maximum likelihood estimators are necessarily? 

a) unbiased b) sufficient c) most efficient d) unique 

3. For a raildoin sample from a Poisson population P (A), the maximum 
likelihood estimate of h is? 

a) Median b) mode c) geometric mean d) mean 

4. An estimator of a parametric function T (9) is said to be the best if it 
possesses? 

a) Any properties of a good estimator b) at least three properties of a good 
estimator 

c) all the properties of a good estimator d) all the above 

5.For an estimator to be coi~siste~~t, the ui-tbiasedness of the estimator is? 

a) Necessary b) sufficient 

c) necessary as wrell as sufficient d) neither necessary nor sufficient 

6.Factorization tl~eorei~i for sufficiei~cy is known as? 

a) Crammer - Rao Theorem b) Rao-Blackwell Theorem 

c) Chapman-Robbins Theorem d) Fisher-Neyman Theorem 

7. Bias of an estimator can be? 

a) negative b) positive c) either positive or negative 
d) alwavs zero 

- - 
8. If the sample illeail x is an estiil~ate of population mean p, then x is? 

a) ul-tbiased and inefficient b) unbaised and efficient 

c) biased ai-td efficient d) biased and inefficient 



9.If Tn and T,: are two uilbiased estimators of z (8) based on the random sample 
XI, X, ..., X,,, then T,, is said to be UMVUE if an only if? 

10. Mean squared error of an estimator Tn of z (8) is expressed as ? 

a) [bias + var, (TI,)]' b) bias + var, (T,) C) [(bias)' + var, (T,)I2 d) [(bias)z+ 

(T,Y2 

Section-B ( 10 x l/z = 5) 

1.Neyman - Pearson leillina is used to find the best critical region for testing.. . . . ... 

2.. Probability of Type I error is known as.. . . ... 

3. A hypothesis is true, but is rejected, this is an error of type.. . . . . 

4. A hypothesis is false, but accepted, this is an error of type.. .. 

5. If observed value is less than the critical value, the decision is.. . . . . . . .. 

6.. Whether a test is one-sided or two-sided depends on.. . . . . 

7.. In 1933, the theory of testing of hypothesis was propounded by 

8. The ratio of the lilielihood function under H, and under the entire parametric 
space is called? 

9. Testing H,, : 0 = 200 vs H, : 0 = 200 leads to? 

10. Critical region of one-sided test for normal distribution 5% risk will be? 

a) (-1.645,1.645) b) (1.645, a) c) (-a, -1.645) or (1.645, a)d)(-mto 1.645) 
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